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ABSTRACT

The high-frequency conductivity tensor oai w) in ihe linear approximation of magnetic
field H and in the quadratic approximation of external dc electric field is derived by solving Boltz-
mann equation. The magneto-optical phenomena in the Voigt configuration (when a probe electro-
magnetic wave propagates across a magnetic field) are investigated. It is shown that the birefrin-
gence and dichroism have a component that is odd (linear) in the magnetic fields and predominate
over the even effect in the weak magnetic field.
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1. Introduction
It is shown in ref.|l,2] that under additional linear polarized illumination, in

the Voigt configuration, tin1 birefringence effect lias a component th;it is odd (lin-
ear) in the magnetic field II 2. This anomaly is connected with introduced-anisotropy
in seinicondnctors by linear polarized electromagnetic wave. Obviously, analogical
anisotropy can be produced by external dc electric field and the odd birefringence
effect must he observed. This effort is phrnomenally discussed first by Kpshtcin
in ref.[3]. In the rcf.[4,5] the magneto-optical effects under strong electric field in
semiconductors are investigated by solving non-linear Boltzmann equation. How-
ever, the author of ref.[4,5] has considered only trivial case when tin; electric field
is perpendicular to the probe wave and the odd birefringence etfect is not observed.
Furthermore,in the [3-5] only one of possible mechanism - electron heating is dis-
cussed. But it will be shown later (see also [6]) the "heating1' contribution will
dominate in the certain frequency region: u; <C Tc"

i(e) (iv is the frequency of probe
wave, TV is the energy relaxation time). In the region u > (TCTP)~! contribution
coming from "quadrupole deformation" of distribution function will lie dominated.

In this paper the high-frequency conductivity tensor (7,1,(01) in the linear ap-
proximation of magnetic field II and in the quadratic approximation of external di-
electric field is derived by solving Boltzmann equation. The odd Voigt effect with
the advantage of the "healing" contribution as well as "quadmpole deformation"
contribution is investigated.

2. High-frequency conductivity tensor
The kinetic equation for electron distribution function f{pt t) in the dr. electric

field E, weak ac electric field Fc~'ut and magnetic field // is:

(1)
at

where A(t) = E + /''< '"', St[f{p,t)] is the electron-phonon collision integral, u>r =

cll/mc, in and /Tare effective mass and electron quasi-momentum, h — II///, h — 1.

The distribution function f(p,t) can be represented in the form [7]:

/(P,O = / V . 0 + (/V. 0. )̂ + /.'(e,*)";^ + • • •, (̂ )
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wlu-re e — p*I'lm, V = p/p, the upper indices indicate the spherical harmonics,
/•! = Ski a l l t ' ^PJ'ik ~ °- Contributions of / u ( i , 0 and f?k(s,t) U> the anisolropic
conductivity can be referred to <vs the "heating" and "quadrupole deformation" con-
tributions respectively [C]. The author of papers [4,5] confi 1 to the consideration

of first two terms in expansion (2) so that the "quadrupole deformation" contribu-
tion was neglected.

Substituting (2) into (1) and expanding it in spherical harmonics we can ob-
tain the set of link-equations for determining the harmonics f'(e,t). This set can
be solved by the method of sticcesive approximations with respect to the external
electric field A(t). Since we are interested in the components of the conductivity
tensor in the second approximation of dc electric field F, , we have determine current
density J(t) related with P{£ti) in the third approximation of A(t) 3 and /°(e,t)
and f*k(e,t) in the second approximation of A(t). The harmonics can be found in
the form:

f'{c,t) = f.(£) + f'h(e)e-^. (3)

l'rocei-ding by this way we obtain:

(4)

where r*, = rp,/{ I - iuTpi}, £,K is the unit antisymmetric tensor, (/,(,- = Sunlit,

(PA), — /?),.At, lower indices indicate the order of approximation in electric field.
Kxpressioti for /J,(e) can be obtained from expression for f'lh{e) by replacement
r'fie) —> rvi(e) and F —» E. In deriving (4) and (5) and in what follows we
confine ourselves to the first approximation of the magnetic field H. The equilibrium
distribution function /Q(<T) 4 have a form:

e
T - —

" r.
(C)
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where NC is tlic electron density, T is the temperature in energy unit.

it, will be shown later that the harmonics /•">,, /",, f'i, fjh can bo reduced to tin
form;

(7)

(10)

With the help of eq.(4)-(10) we obtain the high-frequency conductivity tensor (Tit(uj)

in the first approximation of magnetic field II and in the second approximation of

electric field E which is given by:

e2 N

•DMm(x))h:,En}),

where

6ik iw Kroncker symbol.

Now let us come to the finding of f%h, / £ , f*k and then of the tensors A,k,

Citim, I),Um (Ji doesn't give a contribution to anisotropic offects). The equation for

f"h is obtained to be:

(13)

where ff(c) is the electron density of state.

We shall ronsider the equation (13) in the two limits. For ur, <:. I, the lirst term
in the It'll side of equfttjoii (1'i) can be neglected. Taking an account of TC(: ) ~ g~i

by acoustic phonons) we find:

+
C o m p a r i n g (7) a n d (14) we. find:

, F) - WC[TP1(/) ( i i )

(is)

l'\>r uirf > 1, the solution of equation (13) can not be found in analytic form. I'or
qualitative analysis, the collision integral in the right side of the equation (I'i) can
he writeii itt I.he energy relaxation time approximation [4,5]. One gets:

A'k{r] =

No(e that TC approximation and formula (16) can be used for qualitative anal-

ysis only. In the quantitative aspect it may lead to a wrong results. For example,

in [4,5] I.lie Ker effect has been found to be non-zero for TP, = conxt. In fact for

Tpi = const, Ker effect disappears (see formula (23)).

liquations for f^hik an<^ fiaik a r e a s f°ll°w:

(17)

where iyj(f-) is the momentum relaxation time for second harmonics, T'I2 = T,,2/(l —

iujTpi). Solving eq.(!7) arid (18) and comparing results with eq.('J) and (10) we iind



and

(20)

x [Uimi,k + Uik6m-Vkl6im-UmlSik]}, * (21)

where
Af,t(.r) - rp](x)[6tt - ucTpl(x)Uik] (22)

A/*t can be obtained from expression for Mik by replacement rpl —> T'A.

It is obvious from eq.(7)-(!0) that "heating" contribution is defined by tensors A,

B and "quadrupole deformation" contribution is defined by tensor C and I) . From

eq.(15) (16) and eq.(19) (20) we can see that, in the region u> < T ~ \ C,D/A ~
Tpifrt <£ 1 so in this region the "heating" contribution is predominant. With the

increasing of frequency, A decreases as ~ (^Tc)"2 SO in the region w > (^Tpi)"1'"2,

the "quadrupole deformation" contribution becomes predominant.

3. Magneto-Optical Effects in the Voigt Configuration
We shall assume that magnetic field II is applied parallel to OZ axis, the

probe wave is directed along OY axis and the electric field is in the X())' plane.

The phase shift, associated with birefringence tf and dichroism (,' is given by the

following formulas:

tf = :^-Jm(<r!1 - oXI), C = —vrRc(ffI2 - C-T)

where N is the refractive index, L is the length of sample in O\ direction, c is the

light velocity.

For UJT> -C li in the linear approximation of u>rpi(
ri'), we have:

,51 = -——

~<

(2.1)

(as)

when- <ru = <:^cr,,,('/•)/'», V = i-'V*?,
between vector B and the O>' axis.

^? = 3t»772e2r,(71)rf,1(T). ^ is the angle

(26)

(27)

where V-'(') ls Ihe Ruler's Psi function, T(z) is the gamma function. While deriving

c<i.(2H)-(26), we assumed that rpi,2(T) ~ i~ r / 2 .

First term in eq.{23) describes the Ker effect, the second one - odd Voigt ef-

fect. Numerical factors Ar, BT, Cr, DT due to energy dependence of momentum

relaxation times rpij(e). For r = 0, Aa = Bo = Co = Do — 0 and both Ker and odd

Voigt, effects disappear.

For UJ > (TJTJ,!)"1 '3 the "quadrupole deformation" contribution becomes predomi-

nant. From c«|.(ll),(19),(20) and (22) we can find:

i) — ~<TV(l&in7 tfi JmEr(oj) + -

C =

(28)

(29)

where

(30)
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(31)

(32)

As in the first rase, tin: first twin in (27) describes the Kcr effect, the second one -

odd Voigt effect. Numerical factors /?r(w) and fV(^) a r e connected witli the energy

dependence of the momentum relaxation times. For r — 0, they are c«|ii;tl zero and

the above effects disappear.

Note that in some case, the numerical factors ET(ui) and Fr{u>) exhibit, unusual

frequency behavior that lead to unusual frequency behavior of magneto-optical ef-

fects. For example for r = - 1 , - 3 (scattering by optical phonons or by ionized

impurities) and for u>Tptli{T) <C 1, i) ~ ui, but for r = I (scattering by arouslic

phonons) i) ~ lnw. This interesting frequency behavior is connected with the en-

ergy dependence of momentum relaxation times and can be easily understood by

concrete calculations. The numerical factors VT(ui) and i'V(^) consist of integrals of

following type:

dx e~x

Kor r < 0, the approx imat ion <jjTpi(e) — a>rp i (T)j : r ' 2 -C 1 is taken place lactually

in the whole energy region 0 < t" < oo (llie n u m b e r of high energy electrons is very

small: N(e) ~ rrclr) so

But for r > 0, the limit UJTP1(E) <C 1 is not correct for a most, of the low energy

electrons. Ill this case the factor ui2r'*t(T) in the denominator of expression (,'tU) can
not be neglected and we have:

~ -(\nx,+C), (,(•] ^ 1) (;!5)

Where /i'i(^) is exponential-integral function, C is the Euler's constant

So in 1.1 it- low frequency limit tf ~ u for (r < 0) and i? ~ Into fore = —1 (scattering

by acoustic plionons). Analogous situation happen in the high frequ<-ncy limit.

The ratio between odd and even Voigt effect can be estimated as:

(36)

For typical values of semiconductor parameters [8] Tpl2 = 10 i2s, TC(T) = 10"lo5,

m = O.lmo and for T = 77A' we find E* = 0.5.10"V^jnn2, and E\ = 0.8.10'it'2/r)m
3.

So r; = 0.1 for E = 70V/rm and (, = 0.1 for E = .100V/cm. Therefore, in the

weak magnetic field (for example for wcrpj(7') ~ 10~2) the odd Voigt, effect can be

predominant trter the even one.
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